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SENSEI : Scalable Environments for Scientific
Explorations In Situ
Project Pillars
• R&D for scalable infrastructure and methods, to work around
FLOPS>>I/O bottleneck
• Generic in situ interface maximizes portability and preserves
investments in DOE codes
• Science code team partnerships drive R & D
• Broader outreach, community engagement, make the technology
accessible
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Phasta + Catalyst, 1M Cores, Mira
AVF Leslie + Libsim, 131K Cores Cori
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Figure 3: Gadget–tess–entropy pipeline run in situ. Init
and Lightcone times are so small that they are imperceptible
in the plot. See the full data in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Subsample of particles from a light cone computed
in situ.

data and accumulates those particles that match a particular
criterion in a vector, saving them to disk once the simulation
ends its run. We run lightcone in situ with the simulation
because it requires little memory or time overhead: lightcone
accesses the simulation data directly and copies over only
those particles that match the specified criterion. In this
regime, less than a second is spent on the analysis during
an hour-long simulation run. Our lightcone implementation
contains an MPI_Reduce used for debugging purposes. This
is why lightcone slows down with increasing number of
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Figure 4: Gadget–tess–entropy pipeline run in transit. Init,
Lightcone, and Send times are so small that they are imper-

SENSEI System Overview
in situ architecture

In situ & data analysis ecosystem
high level, full
featured, general
purpose
transports & I/O
low level, high
performance,
single purpose

Generic in situ
Can WE….
Enable use of any in situ framework?
Enable use of any language, analysis library or tool for custom in situ?
Develop analysis routines that are portable between codes?
Make it easy to use?

In situ & data analysis ecosystem
high level, full
featured, general
purpose
transports & I/O
low level, high
performance,
single purpose

Generic in situ
high level, full
featured, general
purpose
transports & I/O
write once run everywhere

low level, high
performance,
single purpose

SENSEI seamlessly & efficiently enables in situ data processing
with a diverse set of languages, tools & libraries through a simple
API and data model

Unlocking generic in situ
1. A data model
•

provides a common format for data exchanges

•

enables communication between the codes

2. Adaptor API’s
•

abstract away the differences between the data consumers/processors

•

make the data consumers/processors look the same to the simulation.

•

make the simulations look the same to the consumers

3. Library of ready to use adaptors
•

Adaptors for the most common/popular tools

•

enables run time selection and switching between the tools

An example with AMReX
AMReX is a publicly available software framework designed for building
massively parallel block- structured adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)
applications developed at LBNL. https://github.com/AMReX-Codes/amrex
AMReX Codes
Cosmology(Nyx), Laser Plasma
Accelerator (WarpX), CFD(IAMR,MFIX),
Combustion(Pele),
Astrophysics (Castro,Maestro)

SENSEI integration
Bridge code & SENSEI DataAdaptor are
in Src/Extern/SENSEI

In situ processing w/ VisIt Libsim
Catalyst
adaptor

SENSEI XML config file activates
the VisIt Libsim Adaptor
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<sensei>
<!-- libsim -->
<analysis type="libsim" frequency="1" mode="batch"
session="rt_sensei_configs/rt_contour.session"
image-filename="rt_contour_%ts" image-width="1555"
image-height="815" image-format="png" />
</sensei>

Ascent
adaptor
C++ Prog.
adaptor

Session file created in VisIt GUI configures VisIt

IAMR Rayleigh-Taylor Libsim
4 levels of refinement, 2048 Cores Cori

In situ processing w/ ParaView Catalyst
SENSEI XML config file activates
the ParaView Catalyst Adaptor
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<sensei>
<!-- catalyst -->
<analysis type="catalyst" pipeline="pythonscript”
filename="rt_sensei_configs/rt_contour.py" />
</sensei>
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Catalyst python script created in ParaView GUI configures Catalyst

IAMR Rayleigh-Taylor Catalyst
4 levels of refinement, 2048 Cores Cori

SENSEI Architecture
SENSEI’s
analysis
“write once, run
everywhere”
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provide
the
A simulation can
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API for simulations to
through a single
API
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drive
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vis
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SENSEI’s data adaptor
API and data model
Bridge/instrumentation code
XMLtoselects
one of
expose simulation data
is added
call SENSEI
at runtime
structures to the analysis
Analysis.these
Typically:
Initialize,
back-end
Execute, Finalize
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Python
adaptor

initialize sim
Yt adaptor
if do_insitu bridge::initialize
do VTK-m
adaptor
compute
new state
ifAscent
do_io write plot file
adaptor
if do_insitu bridge::execute
C++ Prog.
while
!done
adaptor
if do_insitu bridge::finalize
finalize sim

Demos

Oscillator miniapp overview
• MPI based C++ code that simulates a collection
of periodic, damped, or decaying oscillators
over a Cartesian grid.
• Unstructured grid also supported
• Each oscillator is convolved with a Gaussian of a prescribed
width
• Can randomly place particles and advect them using an
analytical velocity field
• Executable inputs are oscillator parameters, time resolution,
length of the simulation, grid dimensions, grid partitioning,
and number of random particles to generate

Demo 4: exploring Libsim extracts with Visit in situ

Instrumenting LAMMPS with SENSEI

Materials Science with LAMMPS
Silicene: Mono-layer Silicon / Iridium Substrate
•

Massively-parallel classical molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations with LAMMPS

•

Various temperature conditions

•

Varying rates of silicene deposition

•

Characterize material structure and growth

Volume 9 Number 29 7 August 2017 Pages 10147–10512

Nanoscale
rsc.li/nanoscale

Simulations were run on Mira at Argonne
162,000 iridium atoms
ISSN 2040-3372

~6 Million total compute hours
Cherukara, Mathew J., Badri Narayanan, Henry Chan, and Subramanian Sankaranarayanan.
"Silicene growth through island migration and coalescence." Nanoscale 9, no. 29 (2017)

PAPER
Mathew J. Cherukara, Subramanian K. R. S. Sankaranarayanan et al.
Silicene growth through island migration and coalescence

Slide courtesy Joe Insley,
Argonne National Laboratory
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Python-based In Situ Analysis and Visualization
ISAV 2018
B. Loring, A. Myers, D. Camp, E. W. Bethel

Python for In situ!
Reasons why…
• Widely known and adopted by the scientific community
• Many analysis and visualization modules
• Continuing popularity
Some challenges though…
• Parallelism? Many of the modules are serial
• Scaling? Issues due to I/O heavy import
• Complexity? How could a sim written in FORTRAN use Python??

Use w/ Python?
????
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<sensei>
<!-- python -->
<analysis type="python”
</sensei>

ISAV Nov 12 2018
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We would like to…
enable in situ analysis using all the power and simplicity of Python
enable rapid prototyping and design of diagnostics and numerical analysis
be entirely independent of any other backend
couple to simulations which have no knowledge of Python, for instance to a
simulation written in Fortran, without increasing the complexity for the sim
developers & users

How do we…
structure user provided Python code?
give the Python code access to simulation data?
provide a channel for run time control without editing scripts themselves?
enable parallel computing?

Core Design Pattern
namespace sensei {

Embeds a Python
interpreter

API used by SENSEI
ConfigurableAnalysis to set things
up based on an XML file

class PythonAnalysis : public AnalysisAdaptor
{
public:
void SetScriptFile(const std::string &file);
void SetInitializeSource(const std::string &code);
int Initialize();

AnalysisAdaptor API calls
are forwarded to user
provided Python functions

int Execute(sensei::DataAdaptor *da) override;
int Finalize() override;
};
}

Implements SENSEI
AnalysisAdaptor API
29

User provided analysis code
def Initialize():
# your initialization code here
return
def Execute(dataAdaptor):
# your in situ analysis code here
return
def Finalize():
# your tear down code here
return
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Runtime configuration
SENSEI’s ConfigurableAnalysis creates & configures the back end w/ an XML
config file containing
• The path to the user provided script
• Initialize sources
– run once during initialization, sets globals that control runtime behavior
<sensei>
<analysis type="python" script_file="area_above.py" enabled="1">
<initialize_source>
threshold=1.
mesh='mesh'
array='data'
cen=1
</initialize_source>
</analysis>
</sensei>

Accessing data during analysis
• Analysis codes query metadata and access simulation data using the passed
in instance of sensei::DataAdaptor
• Data is returned as wrapped instance of a vtkDataObject
– Many mesh based type, also tables, array collections, various graphs, etc
– In parallel tree based representation, Composite/Multiblock data
– iterators are used to walk the local blocks
•
–

Simulation data arrays are accessed through numpy
VTK passes to/from numpy via a zero copy mechanism

Parallel analysis
SENSEI supports ghost zones using the masking conventions defined by VisIt
& ParaView.
• The mask array is named vtkGhostType
• the mask is 0 at valid valid cells, and non-zero at ghosted/overlapped cells

SENSEI’s MPI communicator is wrapped with mpi4py & shared with the Python
code via a global variable comm

Error handling
In Python it’s common to use exceptions to deal with errors
Bad user code can generate an exception, which in an embedded/in situ
context could be challenging to debug
After user’s Python callback returns, we check for exceptions and generate a
stack trace if one is detected.
ERROR: [0][/home/sensei/sensei_insitu/software/sensei/builds/sensei_2.1.1/sensei/
PythonAnalysis.cxx:65][v2.1.0-11-g769d705]
ERROR: An error ocurred in call to "Execute"
===============================================================================
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<string>", line 24, in Execute
NameError: global name 'get_foo' is not defined
===============================================================================

Rendering AMR data with Yt
Yt parallel rendering tool coming out of
the Python community with an
impressive set of capabilities and
features
Wrote a new Yt “front-end” for in situ that
forces Yt to use exiting block
decomposition rather than loading on
demand
Ran on cori 256 way concurrency using
AMReX advection mini-app

Yt analysis code
from vtk import vtkDataObject
import yt
from yt.frontends.sensei.api import SenseiDatasetInSitu
def Initialize():
yt.enable_parallelism(comm)
def Execute(adaptor):
# the new Yt front end
ds = SenseiDatasetInSitu(adaptor, meshName, arrayCen, arrayName)
# set the plot type
sl = yt.ProjectionPlot(ds, 'z', ('sensei', 'phi'))
sl.annotate_grids()
# save image
if (comm.rank == 0):
sl.save()
def Finalize():
return 0

https://github.com/atmyers/yt
sensei_frontend

Python based analysis: “Area above threshold”
import numpy as np, matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from vtk.util.numpy_support import * from vtk import vtkDataObject, vtkCompositeDataSet
# default values of control parameters
threshold = 0.5
mesh = ''
array = ''
cen = vtkDataObject.POINT
out_file = 'area_above.png'
times = []
area_above = []
def pt_centered(c):
return c == vtkDataObject.POINT
def Execute(adaptor):
# get the mesh and arrays we need
dobj = adaptor.GetMesh(mesh, False)
adaptor.AddArray(dobj, mesh, cen, array)
adaptor.AddGhostCellsArray(dobj, mesh)
time = adaptor.GetDataTime()
# compute area above over local blocks
vol = 0.
it = dobj.NewIterator()
while not it.IsDoneWithTraversal():
# get the local data block and its props
blk = it.GetCurrentDataObject()
# get the array container
atts = blk.GetPointData() if pt_centered(cen) \
else blk.GetCellData()
# get the data and ghost arrays
data = vtk_to_numpy(atts.GetArray(array))
ghost = vtk_to_numpy(atts.GetArray('vtkGhostType'))
# compute the area above
ii = np.where((data > threshold) & (ghost == 0))
vol += len(ii[0])*np.prod(blk.GetSpacing())
it.GoToNextItem()
# compute global area
vol = comm.reduce(vol, root=0, op=MPI.SUM)
# rank zero writes the result
if comm.Get_rank() == 0:
times.append(time)
area_above.append(vol)
def Finalize():
if comm.Get_rank() == 0:
plt.plot(times, area_above, 'b-', linewidth=2)
plt.xlabel('time')
plt.ylabel('area')
plt.title('area Above %0.2f'%(threshold))
plt.savefig(out_file)
return 0

def Execute(adaptor):
# get the mesh and arrays we need
dobj = adaptor.GetMesh(mesh, False)
adaptor.AddArray(dobj, mesh, cen, array)
import numpy as adaptor.AddGhostCellsArray(dobj,
np, matplotlib.pyplot as plt
mesh)
from vtk.util.numpy_support
import *
time = adaptor.GetDataTime()
from vtk import #vtkDataObject,
vtkCompositeDataSet
compute area above
over local blocks
vol = 0.
# default valuesitof= control
parameters
dobj.NewIterator()
threshold =def
0.5Finalize():
while not it.IsDoneWithTraversal():
mesh = ''
# get the local==data
if comm.Get_rank()
0: block and its props
array = ''
blk = it.GetCurrentDataObject()
plt.plot(times,
area_above, 'b-', linewidth=2)
cen = vtkDataObject.POINT
# get the array container
plt.xlabel('time')
out_file = 'area_above.png'
atts = blk.GetPointData() if pt_centered(cen) \
plt.ylabel('area')
times = []
else blk.GetCellData()
plt.title('area
Above %0.2f'%(threshold))
area_above = []
# get the data and ghost arrays
plt.savefig(out_file)
data
return
0 = vtk_to_numpy(atts.GetArray(array))
def pt_centered(c): ghost = vtk_to_numpy(atts.GetArray('vtkGhostType'))
return c == vtkDataObject.POINT
# compute the area above
ii = np.where((data > threshold) & (ghost == 0))
vol += len(ii[0])*np.prod(blk.GetSpacing())
it.GoToNextItem()
# compute global area
vol = comm.reduce(vol, root=0, op=MPI.SUM)
# rank zero writes the result
if comm.Get_rank() == 0:
times.append(time)
area_above.append(vol)
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Analyzing chemical reaction on 2D substrate
Input Data: Proxy simulation of chemical
reaction on a 2D substrate

Output of analysis: Area where reaction
rate exceeds a threshold of 1.0

Preliminary performance analysis

“Area above” runs on Edison
16384x16384 mesh size
512 to 4096 cores

Python “Slow Launch” at Scale
worse
6 month period
150 nodes
4800 MPI ranks
import numpy
import astropy

better
[Median launch time incl. MPI_Init()]

Python’s import is metadata intensive,
catastrophic contention at scale
it matters where you install your env
Project (GPFS):
For sharing large data files
Scratch (Lustre):
OK, but gets purged
periodically!
Common (GPFS):
RO w/Cray DVS client-side caching
Open to users now, was only staﬀ
Shifter (Docker Containers):
Metadata lookup only on compute
Storage on compute is RAM

